







Songs/Action Rhymes
I’m a Rocket (to the tune of I’m a Little Teapot)
I’m a rocket on the ground (crouch down on
the ground)
Waiting quietly without a sound (say softly,
and put finger to lips)
Light this fuse on my little toe (wiggle little
toe, or point finger at toe)
Ready for blastoff, here I go! (put hands over
head, palms together, to form a point)
5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1
Whoosh! (jump in the air)
Five Little Astronauts (with the astronaut
rubber ducks)
Five little astronauts floating in ourter space,
The first one said, “Let’s get out of this place!”
The second one said, “Let’s race to the
moon.”
The third one said, “We will be there soon.”
The fourth one said, “The space shuttle’s
ready!”
The fifth one said, “Now hold it steady.”
Then, ZOOM! They took off and started their
flight,
And five little astronauts flew out of sight!

Nursery Rhymes
Hey diddle diddle,
The cat and the fiddle,
The cow jumped over the moon.
The little dog laughed
To see such sport,
And the dish ran away with the spoon.
Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star
Twinkle twinkle little star,
How I wonder what you are.
Up above the world so high,
Like a diamond in the sky.
Twinkle twinkle little star,
How I wonder what you are.
Matching Game – Aliens & Underwear
Play time can provide an opportunity to show
children that print can be used in a variety of
ways. Matching games allow children to
sharpen their memory skills as well as work on
visualization clues in pictures.
Start with just a few matching images face up
and increase the difficulty (more images and
face down, flipping two over at a time) as the
game becomes easier for your child.

